ENGINEERING PROJECTS (INDIA) LTD
(A GOVT. OF INDIA ENTERPRISE)

ERO/MMD/NKDA/REBAR/1031 Date: 21.07.2015

Sub: Cancellation of NIT no. ERO/MMD/NKDA/REBAR/1031 dtd 29.05.2015 for Supply of 250 MT Reinforcement steel Fe 500 or Fe 550 for Construction of Administrative Building of New Town, Kolkata Development Authority (NKDA), Rajarhat

Ref: NIT No: ERO/MMD/NKDA/REBAR/1031 dated 29.05.2015.

The Subject Tender is cancelled. Inconvenience caused regretted.

Manager (MMD)
Engineering Projects (I) LTD